
MINUTES 

STOCKBRIDGE PARKS AND RECREATION COMMITTEE 

A meeting of the Stockbridge Parks and Recreation Commission was held on 
September 12, 2019 at 11:45 AM at the town beach in Stockbridge. Present were Steve 
Knopf, Nicole Fairaux, Nick Fredsall, Charles Schnell, Walter Cudnohufsky, Lenny 
Tisdale  

1. Discuss town beach schematic plan and parking lot repairs 

• Reasoning for plan  

o Safety and function entering and exiting the property  

o Adding 30 (dedicated parking spots) 10-15 (informal overflow spots) with 
a more directive functional parking lot and vehicle circulation.  

o Assertive management of drainage and water  

o An aesthetic appeal from road and on arriving and departing 

o An accessible bath house, beach with handicapped parking(future phase) 

o Working with limited budgets and ability to phase plan   

o Prepare an approvable plan  

o Be environmentally responsible in design choices and decisions saving all 
quality and mature trees possible limit work in buffer zones etc. 

• Highlights/features of plan  

o A single new entrance drive through the woodland (a one way entry and 
separate one way exit  have been considered)  

o Two tray parking lots  running with contours and that help assertively 
manage runoff  

o A central retention rain garden with plantings and trees to divide 
proposed parking and scale cars; more parking spots but with a pleasant 
and green landscape- the parking lot is a “garden”  

o Single drop off and trail head gateway including handicapped access that 
is a pathway for all to the beach and lawn areas 

o No stair accessible route to beach  

o Landscape walls, grading and adding sand, better access for kayak 
launching and other improvements at beach front.   



Discussion  

The plan presented is a schematic sketch plan and will benefit from more detailed 
and complete study in grading, drainage, cut and fill calculations. 

A topographic survey of the remaining property will be sought so that a complete and 
accurate CAD plan can be prepared.  The Committee will take the lead in procuring 
ASAP.  

The Committee asked relevant and good questions including the need for and wisdom 
of two drives shown on plan. We had also concluded that a single new in and out drive 
may be better and less expensive.   

They asked about the details of the drainage management on a wet, steep and 
challenging site. Conceptually drainage is determined but with knowledge of culvert 
inlets/outlets and swales and intermittent streams will allow for a more complete and 
definitive plan to be created. The idea for the drainage is to have the revised parking 
grading assist in control by working with the contours.  Better capturing and managing 
of offsite road drainage into site is made possible by eliminating the current curb cut 
and greatly amends the amount of water we need to contend with.  Division of 
drainage remaining after infiltration to reduce impact on beach is being considered.  
The plan for drainage then is to mitigate volume and concentration of stormwater 
run-off coming onto and occurring on site, by assertively catching, holding and 
infiltrating, and then to release slowly to two or more existing outlets. 

Nicole asked about design alternatives to achieve the benefits of the current plan 
without disturbing environmentally valuable woodland as an established zone of 
stormwater recharge.  WCA believes enough study has been accomplished to suggest 
woodland disturbance is necessary and is being balanced against the resulting benefit 
of reducing intensity and concentration of water flow across the current drive and 
parking and eventually washing out beach below.    

The proposed exit entry seems viable in terms of sight distance both directions, is 
topographically favorable, works with limited impact on neighbors across the street, 
and can be accomplished with taking of very few if any larger trees.  

WCA shared a magnitude of cost estimate for the full project as presented.  It was 
determined that this phase must focus on drive, parking and drainage. Achieving a 
handicapped access and beach front improvements is a second phase yet to come 
with new funding.  WCA to break cost estimate down accordingly. 

It was noted that value engineering is possible on multiple fronts, reducing the 
amount of drive, parking on grass for a portion or all upper tray, adjusting grading to 
come closer to balancing cut and fill. Locating trees to both save them and reduce 
removal costs.  



Conclusions 

• There is general committee and Lenny acceptance of the parking and drive 
concept as presented – WCA asked to proceed with generating a slightly revised 
conceptual master plan as presented and discussed 

• Divide the project into two pieces and concentrate on the parking and drainage 
for construction using dedicated funds.   

• Prepare a highlighted grading drainage plan for committee review ASAP 

• Drop the current entrance drive in favor of two way new drive through 
woodland 

• Make sure to save as many trees as is possible 

• Explore ways to balance cut and fill better to reduce need for trucking in off 
site fill.    

Next steps 

• WCA prepare a revised plan based on discussion and site reconnaissance. 

• WCA after receiving additional topography and tree locations WCA to prepare a 
more complete CAD plan with value engineering included) (WCA will provide a 
survey specification which trees and what detail for the surveyor)Unlikely that 
any existing surveys have the needed trees.  

• WCA to revise the opinion of cost for the parking, drives drainage and gateway  

• WCA to write a project narrative that can be used for discussions with 
Conservation Commission or other Boards/Committees for review and approval 
as needed.  

Respectfully submitted,  

Nicole Fairaux


